To New Covenant Missions
Addis Abeba, Ethiopia

Re: Appreciation & brief Report about your partnership in the Woken Medical Mission

Greetings in the name of Jesus our Lord and Savior!

On behalf of Jima post graduates evangelical Christian fellowship and EvaSUE, I would like to thank
you for your partnership in the Woken free medical mission we had held from June 22-24, 2017 by
covering the financial costs, both the logistic and medicines and medical supplies expenses.

Though, at the beginning we had big challenges in securing permission with the Amhara regional
health bureau and even at the health center, we have had a very successful mission.
We thank God that over 50 medical and non-medical professionals participated in mission and by the
end of the day we have seen the impact of it. The local government officials expressed their
appreciation and satisfaction about the services. We have also received invitation from Dabat before
we left the area and after the mission the health center also requested for similar mission.

Generally the mission went very well:
Summary of the activities:
1. Number of participants over 50 professionals
2. Total people who got services were: 1,335 out of those
3. Medical treatment: 653
4. Ophthalmology treatment: 583
5. Dental treatment: 99

We had an opportunity to teach the crowd, for about 200 people health education blended with moral
and ethical education. The people were very happy and were requesting us if we could continue the
services. More than all those who got the physical and temporal care what was amazing and made us
rejoice is 12 people prayed to receive Jesus Christ as their personal Lord & Savior! This is our main
mission, especially in areas like this where one hardly find a believer.

We are so grateful for God giving us this opportunity to touch the lives of Woken with his agape love.
Thank you again for being committed to support the mission and I believe this is only the beginning
and look forward to continue your partnership in the next missions too.

Besides your financial support, the leadership we enjoyed from Endale and mission heart we got from
Tesfahun have been incredible. Tesfahun has been with us in every step of our move. He was also
facilitating our place at Gondar in collaboration with the Gondar MKC leaders.

We are also hopeful in the future we will make a difference.

In Christ,

Mihret Alem,

Director,

